
Press Release  
 
Photodebut presents 
 
PETITES MORTS  
 
An exhibition of work by new and emerging 
photographers. 
 
 
PETITES MORTS 
 
‘In French, there is a phrase – petit mort, or ‘little death’ – that alludes to the orgasm. For me, 
photographing is like this. I am a pack of nerves while waiting for the moment, and this feeling grows 
and grows and grows and then it explodes, it is a physical joy, a dance, space and time reunited. 
Yes! Yes! Yes! Yes! Like the end of Joyce's Ulysses. To see is everything.’ 

 Henri Cartier-Bresson 
 
In collaboration with the corbettPROJECTS, photodebut will be displaying the work of emerging UK based 
photographers at the Glass House Gallery, 2-3 Bull’s Head Passage, Leadenhall Market, and EC3. 
 
A Selection of the work will also be featured with the Cynthia Corbett Gallery at the London Art Fair 06 and 
The Affordable Art Fair 06.  
(See more on: www.thecynthiacorbettgallery.com) 
 
 
photodebut is a non-profit organization, which intends to support, promote and connect ambitious 
photographers. 
 
In recent years, photography has become a crowded and aggressively competitive industry - a cutthroat and 
often isolating environment in which photographers rarely encounter genuine expressions of support from 
fellow practitioners. The mission of the group is to encourage the sharing of ideas, imagery, and information 
amongst photographers, and to cultivate a positive and powerful photographic community. Drawing from its 
members’ collective strength, photodebut uses the framework of collaborative projects to develop a large 
professional network within the photographic industry. These can range from group exhibitions, publications, 
editorial and commercial commissions, photo-related conferences, educational programs, critical forums, 
portfolio reviews, and so on. 
 
Whilst working in commercial, artistic, educational, and critical capacities, photodebut ultimately aspires to 
foster a proactive environment, in which photographers are truly committed to working together. 
 
The Glasshouse Gallery Gallery is open 
2-3 Bull’s Head Passage Monday-Fri / Sat 
Leadenhall Market   10-6 pm /  
London EC3    
 
The exhibition will run from January 18th 2006 - March 31st 2006. 
 
The private view will take place on Thursday January 26 from 6 pm  -9 pm  
 
 
 

 


